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SuWWJT INJECTOR CONSTRUCTION 

The ATA injector, developed from experience 
gained from the Experimental Test Accelerator (ETA) 
Hnac, has recently been completed. The injector 
consists of ten 0.25 MV cells that ere used to 
develop 2.5 MV across a single diode gap. The ID kA 
beam Is extracted from a 500 as? plasma cathode at 
average rates of up to 5 Hz and burst rates to 
1 kHz. Pulsed power from 20 water filled blumlelns 
1s divided and Introduced syrmietrically through four 
ports on each cell. All major Insulators are 
fabricated from filled epoxy castings. With these 
Improvements, the ATA Injector Is smaller than the 
ETA Injector; has a faster pulse response; has loner 
voltage stress on Insulators and higher ultimate 
performance. Injector characterization tests began 
1n October, 1982. These tests Include beam current, 
energy, and emlttance measurements. 

INTRODUCTION 
During the Initial planning of the ATA Program, 

1t was established that the ETA Injector' would be 
utilized for this second generation machine. 
However, by late 1980 the valuable stream o>' Physics 
data and engineering experience coming from operation 
of the ETA made the thought of termination 
untenable. It was determined that a new Injector 
would be cost effective since it would permit 
Incorporation of recent experience gained In 
operation of ETA and It would also preserve the ETA 
as a test bed for further accelerator technology 
development. 

Testing of the new Injector started In October, 
1982, Just fifteen months after Initiation of 
design. On the fifth day of testing, 1t met full 
design parameters; 10 xA, 2.5 MeV, €0 ns (Full Width 
Half Maximum). 

DESIGN OBJECTIVES 
Simply stated, we desired to Improve performance, 

reliability and maintainability over that of the 
ETA. The realization of those objectives Involved 
technical compromise, and value judgements were 
therefore weighted 1n the above order. Of the many 
objectives, ten are Identified below. 

1. Reduce the HV pulse rise/fall time. 
2. Improve the flatness of the beam pulse. 
3. Increase the output voltage capability. 
4. Improve the accuracy and ease of machine 

alignment. 
5. Reduce the overall size of the machine. 
6. Improve coll tooling systems. 
7. Modularize the structure, 1f possible. 
8. Simplify material handling and assembly 

procedures to minimize down time. 
9. Improve the vacuum pumping system. 
10. Improved pulse power system2. 
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Induction Cells 
As can be seen from F1g, 1, the major departure 

from ETA 1s In the configuration of the accelerating 
voltage cells. The new cell configuration is similar 
to that used In the ETA Accelerator and provides the 
basis for several Improvements; 

1. Each cell now contains a separate oil/vacuum 
Interface Insulator. This change provides 
complete cell modularity for ease of repair and 
also reduces gap capacitance by 50). 

2. The addition of two more pulse power Input 
ports per cell provides a reduction In Input 
Inductance and permits symmetrical power Input 
from the dual blu&leln source. 

3. The accelerating gap Is Increased by .5" to 
1.5", thus further reducing the gap capacitance 
as well as Improving voltage holding capability. 

4. The oil/vacuum interface Insulator is 
fabricsted from an alumina Trihydrate filled 
epoxy resin developed specifically for this 
purpose. The material 1s highly arc track 
resistant and provides a resistance to impact 
loading far superior to the ceramic which It 
replaces. Due to the size (52" diameter) and 
tolerances (+ .010") required on this part, 
sizable cost"sav1ngs were realized through the 
use of this material. 
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Anode Structure 
The new anode has been Improved with respect to 

both alignment preclslen and reliability. These 
laprovements have been realized through the following 
changes: 

1. The double cantilever construction is now 
"closed loop" for added structural rigidity. 

2. Focus coils are preallgned on a precision 
mounting tube. The coil-tube subassembly is 
then located within the housing on a machined 
taper. Cell concentricity 1s thus maintained 
within + ,015". 



3. Focus colls are directly cooled by tranforuer 
oil flowing eoaxially 1n the oil filled anode. 
At full coll power, exit oil temperature rise 
Is only 31°F. The flooded anode design 
eliminates troublesome Internal plumbing and 
also provides cooling to the beam tube, anode 
nose, steering colls and coll Input connectors. 

Cathode Structure 
Significant Improvements 1n the plasma cathode 

assembly have been realized through Incorporation of 
some new features and a general reduction 1n 
meclunlcal complexity. The roost significant changes 
from the ETA design and their vlrtures are Identified 
as follows: 

1. The cathode mounting structure provides for 
linear and angular movement 1n all three 
axes. Since these adjustments are all 
external, cathode alignment may be corrected 
without breaking vacuum. 

2. The Ignltor Input Insulator/vacuum barrier has 
been moved to a position Immediately behind 
the cathode. This change reduces the total 
voluire under vacuum and eliminates the need 
for a cathode vacuuri pump. Additionally, the 
bucking coll and the Igniter feed are now 1n 
air, greatly stoplylng the structure. 

3. The grid drive connectors are replaced by a 
300 kV design which was developed on the ETA. 

•I. The cathode B-fleld 1s now generated by two 
separately controlled bucking colls, one of 
which 1s located In the center pump station. 
This change allows the B 2 component of the 
magnetic field to be reduced to approximately 
0.1 G through the cathode. 

5. The cathode is fitted with four precision hall 
sensors which provide a system for 
magnetically checking B-f1eld alignment. 

Vacuum System 
The vacuum system consists of a central pump hox 

with eight 6" diameter ports located radially about 
the accelerating gap. The vessel 1s terminated with 
a pump box at each end with two additional •" ports 
in each. This provides for ten 6" cryopumps, a 
t'/rbopump and a roughing line. Six cryopumps and a 
turbopump are presently fitted. With fifty-three 
square feet of epoxy Insulator exposed to the vacuum, 
this system will maintain 5 x 10"" Torr. 

Al 1gnxent 
Injector alignment Is a three-level process. The 

anode and cathode magnets are aligned at the 
subassembly level to establish concentricity with the 
I axis. First the anode 1s Installed 1n the Injector 
and the entire vessel moved as required to put the 
anode on beam line. The cathode 1s then Installed 
and using the six degrees of freedom available in the 
cathode mounting structure, brought onto beam line. 
These procedures are Implemented optically using 
Internal targets and a line of sight along the beam 
line. The position of the cathode nose relative to 
the housing Is then recorded using a pair of 0-rlng 
sealed X-Y probes located near the center pump 
station. These data are then used to verify cathode 
location after the Internal targets have been removed 
and the cathode reinstalled. The vessel 1s fitted 
with four external targets and two clinometer flats 
on an auxiliary line of sight parallel to the beam 
tine. These data, along with the X-Y probe data, 
permit verification of alignment after the Injector 
has been pumped aown and 1s 1n operational status. 
An additional check of B-f1eld alignment 1s afforded 

by the hall sensors located in a plane 16 cm behind 
the cathode. 

Material Handling 
After reflecting on ETA experience, the problem 

of material handling was given high priority. With 
modularization of the Induction cells assured, 1t was 
now possible to break the machine Into fifteen 
relatively Independent subassemblies, each weighing 
under 2500 pounds, A two-ton monorail Is used to 
pluck Individual subassemblies up and over the 
assembly to a dolly at the end of the curved rail 
system. The anode and cathode are handled 1n similar 
manner using a cantilever handling fixture. Two men 
can easily remove and replace any portion of the 
machine. 

Bean Dynamics 
Particle dynamics In the ATA gun are quite 

similar to those 1n the ETA gun. The capability of 
3 MV anode voltage V a rather than 2,5 MV 1n the ETA 
gun allows operation at 10 kA with a comfortable 
margin below the critical current for formation of a 
virtual cathode in the gun. The critical current 1s 
almost linear with anode voltage 1n these guns. 
Simulation predicts that the critical current 1s 
greater than 16 kA at 3 KV. 

Downstream from the gun the beam current must be 
less than the spic>-charge limited current, lj, which 
1s given approximately by the relation 

1n which a Is the beam radius, b Is the radius of the 
surrounding beam pipe, and Y e 1 + (eV a/mc J). 
The beam radius is determined by the solenoldal 
magnetic guide field B and a high value of B 1s 
desirable 1n order to suppress the beam breakup 
Instability 1n the accelerator. The beam radius 
decreases with Increasing magnetic guide field, but 
according to Eq. (1) the higher anode voltage of 3 MeV 
allows for a smaller beam radius and a higher value 
of B In the transport downstream from the gun. 

The beam em1Uar.ce predicted by the simulation 
code EBQ Is about the s a w for both guns, namely a 
normalized value of 0.3 t? 0,4 rad-cm, This 
prediction 1s consistent with measurements of the 
beam emlttance from both guns. 

Experimental Results 
Initial operation of the electron gun verified the 
successful Implementation of the engineering 
Improvements. Design parameters were rapioly 
achieved. The Improved reliability of the pulsed 
power systems and the Improved voltage holding 
capability of the electron gun were immediately 
apparent. Figure I shows HV waveforms and a beam 
current monitor at the ?.5 MeV operating level. The 
waveforms are very reproducible. The gun has 
operated as high as 3 fleV with great reliability. 

Beam Emlttance Measurements 
The ATA beam emlttance at the injector output 

was measured by the technique shown schematically in 
Fig. 3. The beam Is allowed to Impinge on a range 
thick carbon mask at a typical radius of 5 cm. The 
mask contains approximately 250 vertical and horizon
tal slots which divide the primary beam into a corre
sponding number of beamlets. The beamlets pass 
through a drift region of approximately 23 cm 1n 
which they freely expand. They then pass through a 
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range thin aluminum foil and excite a fast phosphor 
deposited on the foil back. Using front surface 
mirrors the Image created by the beamlets 1s relayed 
to a gated TV/computer system which records and 
analyzes the image. Four holes 1n the aluminum foil 
located symmetrically on a 3 cm radius circle about a 
center hole are used to calibrate the TV Image. 

The TV uses a mfcro-channel-plate 1ntens1f1er 
1n front of a charge-coupled silicon chip as the 
optical detector. The TV is capable of obtaining a 
picture In approximately 3.5 ns. In these experi
ments a 10 ns gate pulse was used. The TV Image Is 
"grabbed" electronically ant! digitized for storage 
and analysis by a microprocessor. 

The computer obtains the emlttance In the fol
lowing nay: The digitized TV Image 1s normalized so 
that the brightest pixel has a value of 255. Then 
the calibration marks on the phosphor are used to 
Inform the computer of the scale size of the TV im
age . Hext the computer estimates the bean size by 
finding the rectangular area containing pixels of 
value greater than 128. The internal beat divergence 
is obtained by measuring the FUHM of the luge size; 

of the beanlets generated by the mask and dividing by 
the drift distance. For the experimental conditions 
of these measurements, the ATA bean was essentially 
at a waist. 

Figure 4 shows nomallied enlttdnce masurerants 
of the ATA bean at i.n energy of 2.5 MeV at currents 
varying between 6.5 and 10 kA. Each point represents 
from 20 to 40 Individual emlttance measurements. 
Shown are the mean of the data and one standard 
deviation. 

Although the beam current measured In front of 
the emlttance box was very reproducible, these 
Measurements were troubled by a lack of 
reproducibility on a microscopic basis. Figure 3 
shows that the beam 1s not uniform and the beam 
mlcrostructure was repeatable on a pulse-to-pulse 
basis In only a general sense. For this reason the 
more detailed and precise reduction of the data that 
wculd yield a true phase plane plot of the beam was 
iiot possible. Nonetheless, the value of emlttance 
obtained 1n these experiments 1s quite close to that 
anticipated from theory. Theory predicts that the 
fields near the grid should generate a normal lied 
emlttance near 0.3 rad-cst at beam currents 
considerably below the virtual cathode current 
limn. As the current approaches this limit, the 
omittance fluctuates then Increases rapidly to very 
large valuer; as the limit 1s reached. The data of 
Fig. 4 supports this dependence although the large 
statistical errors preclude quantitative conclusions. 
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